Firecracker Jax: Hel Bound (Book 6)

To right Jaxs wrongs, the dark angels
kidnap Calista and take her to Afterlife,
where she is to wait with her dead,
identical twin sister until she dies of natural
causes. To rescue her, Jax impulsively
heads to Afterlife, a place where no human
has returned from. Hels evil is coming to
a head, and the time is right to implement
her revenge against the gods of the Aesir.
With Congelo dead, Hel comes up with an
ingenious plan to trick Chaos into helping
her. Amid Hels plotting, the end of the
world started one night. Hundreds of the
newly-made Undefeatable ships arrived
and moved over the planet. Now its just a
matter of time before mankind goes
extinct.
Humans had fought bravely in
the war and had managed to take down half
of the old warships; they had actually
begun to believe victory was possible, but
that was before the arrival of so many
Undefeatables. Through all of this, Jax is
determined to keep the Vessel out of the
hands of the Gremlads. He wants to save
Earth, but there are millions of worlds in
the universe to save as well. And the
Vessel in the Gremlads hands will doom all
of them. For the first time in his life, Jaxs
wits and con jobs cant fix the situation. A
miracle is needed, but theres a problem:
Jax doesnt believe in miracles. Ages 13
and up AUTHORS NOTE: The six books
in the Firecracker Jax series should be read
in numerical order. Each is built on the
foundation of the previous book(s) and, in
turn, is a stepping stone for the next.
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